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Our project

• Reopening political space for CSOs under pressure. The case of 

Ethiopia’s sustainable development CSOs:

• How do legal and associated financial and social barriers impact 

on the work of SD CSOs, and how do CSO respond to these 

barriers? What lessons for Northern CSOs and governments?

• Methodology:

• WP1: normative framework (law & literature)

• WP2: empirical research (interviews and observation)

• Ethiopian CSOs, foreign CSOs in Ethiopia and abroad, trade 

unions, churches, government bodies

• WP3: dissemination and outreach
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Main findings empirical research

1. Impact of restrictive laws: 

• At least 500 of the 3000 CSOs cancelled, possibly up to 1000, staff size

reduced

• CSO networks shut down

• Advocacy & environmental awareness raising abandoned

• Excessive bureaucracy eats up time for operational activities

2. Responses by CSOs:

• Many changed role and structure from advocacy to service delivery but 

continued advocacy work, disguised as service delivery (change language, 

repackage programs, two versions of one report, etc.)

• Those that officially kept on doing advocacy downsized and limited their 

outreach and operational activities

• EU and World Bank funding was untouched by restrictions

• Some resorted to underground financing
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Policy messages

 Acknowledge advocacy-through-service-delivery

 Awareness raising on sustainable development and service delivery 
go hand-in-hand

human rights, political activism, participation in decison-making, 
and delivering basic services are intertwined in the field of 
sustainable development:

 new, innovative and sustainable approaches to development need 
to be demonstrated and integrated into community and 
government practice

 CSOs under pressure benefit from stable relationship with northern 
donors and northern CSOs: focus on long term capacity building

 Focus on support for CSO networks and other CSO-CSO collaborations

 Facilitate engagement and cooperation between the foreign private 
sector and CSOs (i.e., Dutch business corporations active in Ethiopia)
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